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S t o p T h e E p i d e m i c W h e n I t ’ s Yo u n g !

An Old-New
Deadly Threat
As we see nowadays, fast spreading viruses
represent a strategic threat.
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Panic, Trillion of $$, LIVES.
In the light of the Corona, it’s easier
to understand the danger: A Spanish
flu type epidemic will kill hundreds of
Millions and crash the world’s
economy.

It must be stopped at all cost.

CHINA

And an Everyday
Problem
Annual epidemics such as the common flu
are causing a tremendous number of deaths,
and a severe economical damage, even in
the most developed countries of the world.

released specific guidelines and symptoms to
fight the COVID-19.

Guidelines
Entrance office buildings / Shopping malls
and Public areas need have check point do
temperature checks and mandatory masks
Required,

Faceless
Detector
Get close, get measured. Beeps and
flash a light indicating the result.

Accurate to 0.1 Degree
A

trustworthy threshold.

QT-TMS- 8814 Temperature Scanner
Temperature scanner Is an accurate and convenient detection device for detecting human body temperature. Noncontact temperature measurement the temperature of the passing person by an adjustable infrared sensor.
System test accuracy is ±0.1 ℃.
Automatic embedded alarm system which catch high human body temperature that is setup. Default temperature is
37.3℃/ 99.5°F ( Customizable temperature value).
7-Inches Touch LCD screen can display the measured temperature method.

Feature：High Precision & Stable performance

●Non-contact temperature
scanner
●10-90 cm away from the
sensor temperature can be
detected.
●LED Display doorpost light
can display alarm zone visually
and sound and light alarm at
the same time.
●Iindependent count system.
●Iindependent count warning
system
●Option multiply sensor.
●Option Green/Red warning
LED light.

7 inch color LCD Touch screen

Temperature infrared senor

Parameter：
Detection distance

Forehead, wrist 5-15CM

Temperature measurement range

30℃～42℃

Minimum resolution

0.1℃

Temperature measurement module

MELEXIS

±0.5℃（indoor temperature）

Repeat accuracy

±0.2℃

Response time

0.1S

Measure time

0.5S-1.5S

Display

7 inch color touch screen

Power consumption

≤50W

Working environment

-10℃+55℃

Weight

3.8KG

Temperature
measurement accuracy

External power

Language English, Arabic,
French, Chinese, German

220V

50Hz ( customized)

Size - L25cm*W9cm*H 20cm

Application：
Government departments: including courts, hospitals, subways, high-speed rail, prisons, detention centers, labor camps, drug
treatment centers, and public security bureaus.
Public places: including schools, gymnasiums, entertainment venues (disc halls, dance halls, etc.), airports, railway stations, bus
stations, ports, exhibition halls, museums, banks, oil depots, power stations, etc.

QT-TMS-8882 Walk-Through Dual Infrared Temperature Scanner
Walk-Through temperature scanner Is an accurate and convenient detection device for detecting human body temperature.
Non-contact temperature measurement the temperature of the passing person by an adjustable 2 infrared sensor. System
test accuracyis ±0.1 ℃.
Automatic embedded alarm system which catch high human body temperature that is setup. Default temperature is
37.3℃/ 99.5°F (Customizable temperature value).
7-Inches Touch LCD screen can display the measured temperature method.

Feature：High Precision & Stable performance

●Non-contact temperature scanner.
●10-70 cm away from the sensor.
temperature can be detected..
●LED Display doorpost light can display
alarm zone visually and sound and light
alarm at the same time.
●Adjustable settings: People of different
heights can adjusted (Height limitation.
1.0m-2.2m).
●Iindependent count system.
●Iindependent count warning system.
●Option multiply sensor.
●Option Green/Red warning LED light.

*Top Sensor Zone For
adults
*High Sensor Zone
For adults

*Option low Sensor
Zone For Children

Parameter：

Detection distance

Forehead, wrist 5-15CM

Temperature measurement range

30℃～42℃

Minimum resolution

0.1℃

Temperature measurement module

MELEXIS

accuracy

±0.5℃（indoor temperature）

Repeat accuracy

±0.2℃

Response time

0.1S

Measure time

0.5S-1.5S

Display

7 inch color touch screen

Power consumption

≤50W

Working environment

-10℃+55℃

Weight

48KG

Temperature measurement

External power

220V

50Hz ( customized)

Language English, Arabic, French,
Chinese, German

Size : 2202(H) x 820(W) x 550(D)

Application：
Government departments: including courts,
public security bureaus.

hospitals, subways, high-speed rail, prisons, detention centers, labor camps, drug treatment centers, and

Public places: including schools, gymnasiums, entertainment venues (disc halls, dance halls, etc.), airports, railway stations, bus stations, ports,
exhibition halls, museums, banks, oil depots, power stations, etc.

7 inch color LCD

touch screen

Temperature infrared senor

Taxi
temperature
scanner
Hardware & Software
Official devices for Taxis and public transportation
Protect passengers and driver in the public transportation
be infected.

TMS-MINI
temperature
scanner
Hardware & Software
Official devices for small shops and public places with 2
sensor Option Protect Visitors and customers in the
public places be infected.

Parameter：
Detection distance

Forehead, wrist 5-15CM

Temperature measurement range

30℃～42℃

Minimum resolution

0.1℃

Temperature measurement module

MELEXIS

±0.5℃（indoor temperature）

Repeat accuracy

±0.01℃

Response time

100ms

Measure time

20ms-50ms

Display

5 inch color touch screen

Power consumption

≤50W

Working environment

-10℃+75℃

Weight

0.8KG

Temperature
measurement accuracy

External power

Language English, Arabic,
French, Chinese, German

220V

50Hz ( customized)

Size - L25cm*W9cm*H 20cm

Application：
Government departments: including courts, hospitals, subways, high-speed rail, prisons, detention centers, labor camps,
drug treatment centers, and public security bureaus.
Public places: including schools, gymnasiums, entertainment venues (disc halls, dance halls, etc.), airports, railway
stations, bus stations, ports, exhibition halls, museums, banks, oil depots, power stations, etc.
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